
Exterior finish fits any decor
From executive office settings to multi-family housing units to 
university conference facilities, the Steelcraft commercial embossed 
high definition 2-panel doors enhance any environment. Crafted 
detailing gives these doors a face of keen beauty and elegant style 
that’s sure to upgrade the appearance of your setting. Available as 
prime painted, factory finish painted, or GRAINTECH™factory 
stained. These doors feature two inset panels with deep shadow 
detail and your choice of straight cut or arched top designs.
 

Interior designed for durability
Steelcraft construction combines the strength and dimensional 
stability of steel with the structural integrity of our laminate core. 
Our process of continuous bonding seals the core to steel face 
sheets for a flat door finish, free of face welding marks. Lab studies 
prove this door outperforms all others in its class, meeting the 
requirements of fire-rated doors from 20 minutes to 3 hours.

Sophisticated style, core strength
Steelcraft high definition doors unite looks and performance

Steelcraft CE Series doors, with high definition panel design, 
meet the architectural and aesthetic requirements for 
embossed panel doors in any setting.

Energy efficiency
In direct analysis against traditional polystyrene cores, 
whatever climate your building is in, leaking air equals leaking 
money. So whether you need to restrict air flow between 
heating/cooling zones within a building or between inside and 
outside, you need door construction that really works for you.

Steelcraft uses a unique gasketing process that helps you 
conserve energy by effectively sealing the gap where air flow 
occurs. You enjoy the dual benefits of minimized heating/
cooling costs and maximized savings.
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